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A B S T R A C T

This study addressed the question why vowel spelling acquisition is relatively difficult for young Dutch spellers.
A spelling rule guides vowel spelling, but implicit cues could also play a role. We evaluated the role of pho-
nology, morphology, and orthography. Grade 1 (N=113) and 2 (N=59) children were presented with dic-
tations of real and pseudowords differing in the degree of consistency and familiarity. Correct scores of con-
sistent vowel spelling in Grade 1 and 2 students were near ceiling, whereas those for inconsistent vowels were
low, even in Grade 2 children, who have had explicit instruction of the spelling rule. Correct scores were affected
by phonological and morphological consistency, and orthographic familiarity. Effects of these implicit cues were
even more pronounced in Grade 2. Findings indicate that vowel length spelling is difficult to acquire because the
explicit spelling rule is overruled by various sources of implicit information.

1. Introduction

Part of becoming literate is being able to spell. Spelling ability in-
fluences both the writing process and the perception of written texts by
others (Graham, Harris, & Hebert, 2011). It has furthermore been
proposed to influence reading ability, the other essential aspect of lit-
eracy (Ehri, 2000; Graham & Hebert, 2011). Spelling ability is thus of
great importance for academic success. Although attention to acquisi-
tion of spelling is increasing, surprisingly few studies have focused on
spelling compared to reading.

Spelling is complex and error prone. How it can best be taught has
been an important discussion in the literature. One debate has been
whether spelling should be taught, that is, whether spelling should be
learnt through directly and systematically teaching children the spel-
ling rules, or whether it should be caught, that is, whether it should be
acquired incidentally, and indirectly. A recent meta-analysis of Graham
and Santangelo (2014) found support for better spelling acquisition
when spelling was taught rather than caught, pointing towards the
importance of instruction in spelling acquisition.

A related (and partly overlapping) debate has been how spelling is
learnt. Broadly speaking, a division can be made between models and
interpretations of a phase-or-stage-like development (Ehri, 1992;
Nunes, Bryant, & Bindman, 1997), which assume that increasingly more
knowledge is used in spelling and that this knowledge leads to abrupt
changes in spelling. On the other hand are models that assume that

different linguistic and orthographic cues play a role from early de-
velopment onwards (Deacon, Conrad, & Pacton, 2008; Treiman &
Kessler, 2014). The currently dominant interpretation is that multiple
implicit cues contribute to spelling outcomes as well as instruction
(Treiman & Kessler, 2014). However, not much is known about the
influence of these different sources of information on spelling out-
comes. In this study, we compare vowel spelling in Dutch Grade 1 and 2
children, referring to the phases before and after instruction of the
vowel spelling rule. We assess the influence of different sources of
implicit cues.

Vowel spelling is dependent on different elements. For instance,
vowel duration can influence spelling: errors can occur if the phonetic
distinction of long and short vowels is not clear-cut (e.g. Lehtonen &
Bryant, 2005; Nag, Treiman, & Snowling, 2010). Related, Landerl
(2003) found that in contrast to good spellers, German poor spellers
showed poorer vowel categorization. Furthermore, vowel spelling is
easier if it is more predictable, when there is a straightforward pho-
nology-orthography conversion, than when it is less predictable, when
there is no 1:1 mapping between phonology and orthography, as in
English (Wimmer & Landerl, 1997). Young English spellers have been
found to initially rely on phonological information and only later shift
to considering orthographic information in vowel spelling (Treiman &
Kessler, 2006; Varnhagen, Boechloer, & Steffler, 1999). Varnhagen
et al. (1999), for instance, found that children initially spell the vowel
/ɑ/ with ‘o’, even when this is incorrect (correct: sock, incorrect: swap).
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They gradually also incorporate orthographic knowledge, by spelling
the /ɑ/ words with the ‘a’ when needed. In addition, acquisition of
orthographic conventions is necessary for acquiring the vowel spellings,
because vowel spellings are also influenced by the surrounding word-
or-syllable context (e.g. Landerl, 2003) and, vice versa, can influence
the spelling of the surrounding consonants (e.g., Deacon, Leblanc, &
Sabourin, 2011). Finally, vowel spelling can be influenced by mor-
phological consistency: children spell morphemes better when the un-
derived (base) word does not demand a change in the inflection.
Deacon et al. (2011) found that children spelled both words with long
(skater) and short vowels (knitter) with one consonant (correct skater
and incorrect *kniter). The children thus relied on this consistency even
when the orthographic convention of doubling the consonant when
preceded by a short vowel pointed them to the correct spelling (knitter).

In the present study, the focus was on Dutch vowel spelling of long
vowels. Long vowels can be spelled two ways, either with two gra-
phemes (vowel /a:/ in maan (moon)) or with one (vowel /a:/ in water
(water) or manen (moons)). The former spelling pattern relies on con-
sistent phoneme to grapheme conversion. The spelling of a long vowel
with one grapheme is dependent on an orthographic rule of vowel
degemination. This rule demands the conversion of a phonological re-
presentation (from /a:/ to ‘a’) on the basis of a spelling rule. It is gen-
erally taught as the letter-thief rule, as one of the letters for the vowel is
‘stolen’ when the vowel occurs at the end of an open syllable. This is the
case both for mono-morphemic words, such as water, and words that
are inflected and have a monomorphemic counterpart (manen).

The spelling convention applies only to vowels A/E/O/U, not for
those with diphthongs, such as buik-buiken (bellies) and not for words
with closed syllables (e.g. taart-taarten, cakes). In Grade 1, children are
taught transparent spellings (tas ‘bag’, maan). In the second half of
Grade 2, they are taught the vowel degemination rule (manen, water).
The rule is not fully acquired at least until Grade 4 (Landerl & Reitsma,
2005). Errors made are often writing two graphemes for the long vowel,
i.e, *waater (Landerl & Reitsma, 2005). Studies have looked into im-
proving spelling instruction to increase vowel spelling, but to our
knowledge, there are no studies investigating the joint role of phono-
logical, morphological and orthographic cues potentially contributing
to vowel spelling. Prior to explicit instruction of this rule, these cues
might already affect spelling and might continue to do so even when the
rule has been taught explicitly. This is what we aimed to investigate.

Two interventions to promote learning of this Dutch spelling pattern
have been reported. They focused on learning through explicit or im-
plicit instruction. Hilte and Reitsma (2011) taught second grade chil-
dren the rule of vowel length spelling before they were taught this rule
in the school curriculum They compared a control group (education-as-
usual) and four intervention groups, divided into rule (present or ab-
sent) and number of items during intervention. The intervention groups
outperformed the control group, indicating that both implicit and ex-
plicit instruction were beneficial. The intervention consisting of an
expanded set of training items with presentation of the spelling rule was
most supportive in learning, although accuracy was still not near
ceiling. At first glance, these findings suggest that it is the explicit in-
struction that aided learning most. However, implicit exposure and
analogy to a larger set of targets could also have contributed to this
higher outcome, as number and frequency of exemplars presented
during intervention affected learning. Because of this ambiguity and
because this study collapsed findings on vowel spelling in open and
closed syllables further investigation into the role of implicit and ex-
plicit cues in vowel spelling is needed.

Kemper, Verhoeven, and Bosman (2012) conducted a short-term
intervention study in first grade on vowel length spelling with an ex-
plicit, implicit and control condition (education-as-usual). Both implicit
and explicit instruction were more effective than the control condition
in children with average-to-above-average spelling abilities. In the ex-
plicit condition, there was transfer to untrained words, but not to
pseudowords. In the implicit condition, there was no transfer. Kemper

et al. (2012) take these findings to mean that explicit instruction ren-
dered knowledge that was of higher quality than implicit instruction.
Furthermore, they interpret their findings to align with a stage-based
approach of spelling; rules are learned in stages and generalization to
abstract knowledge about spelling and correct use of these rules takes
time and effort.

The findings of both Hilte and Reitsma (2011) and Kemper et al.
(2012) indicate that, although phonologically inconsistent vowel length
spelling can be learnt, spelling scores remain relatively low. In the
present study, we aim to assess which cues might cause the difficulty in
spelling this pattern. As the aim of the two intervention studies was to
assess whether spelling could be improved, the number of trained items
was quite low (5 phonologically inconsistent targets in Hilte and Re-
itsma, and 8 in Kemper et al., 2012) as was the variety of the targets.
For instance, there were no targets that are phonologically consistent.
Such targets would provide a baseline of vowel spelling. It is important
to confirm that children are able to spell vowels correctly when pho-
nology and orthography are consistent, as this precludes other diffi-
culties, such as difficulties in perception of vowel duration. As we
outline the potential contribution of different sources of information
contributing to vowel length spelling below, the case for an analysis
into these different cues is made.

Vowel distinction could influence spelling of the long vowel. In
Dutch, the distinction between short and long vowels is based on
duration as well as spectral composition. Children are able to classify
/A/ as in man and /a:/ as in maan (Gerrits, 2001). Furthermore, five-
year-olds have generally acquired the phonemes /A/ and /a:/ (Beers,
1995). Spelling of consistent long vowels has not been found to be
problematic in Grade 2-to-4-children (Landerl & Reitsma, 2005). Al-
though difficulties are not anticipated in vowel duration, spelling of
both consistent short and long vowels needs to be assessed before as-
sessing inconsistent long vowel spelling.

Morphological consistency can also contribute to vowel spelling.
Phonologically inconsistent long vowel spelling occurs in mono-
morphemic (uninflected) targets, such as water but also in inflected
words, such as manen (‘moons’) or koken (‘to cook’). Based on findings
that show a preference for morpheme consistency (Deacon et al., 2011),
it can be anticipated that young spellers might make more errors in
targets that have an uninflected counterpart. They might aim to be
consistent in their (phonology and) morphology (maan-*maanen) rather
than use the correct orthographical rule. This pattern has indeed been
reported by Landerl and Reitsma (2005). They tested Grade 2 to 4
children's ability to spell and identify plural words and pseudowords.
Both spelling and identification of the correct spelling was difficult.
Morphological and phonological consistency influenced the outcomes
more than the orthographic rule. This finding is reflected in a study by
Verhoeven, Schreuder, and Baayen (2006), who found that Grade 3 and
4 children as well as adults were slower and less accurate in lexical
decision when the target was a word that undergoes vowel change due
to pluralisation (i.e., manen) than when there were no changes or other
changes. Although this provides important information on the role of
morphological consistency in long vowel spelling, a comparison of
vowel spelling between monomorphemic (water) and inflected targets
(manen) was not made. This is relevant for assessing the influence of a
morphological pattern.

Furthermore, knowledge of the meaning of the word might aid
spelling. Studies have reported weak to moderate relationships between
vocabulary knowledge and spelling for beginning spellers (Kim, 2010;
Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002). This could mean that the vowel in a word
such as water (‘water’), a word familiar in meaning and phonology to
children might be easier to spell than krater (‘crater’), which is less
frequent and therefore less likely to be familiar to children. It would
also imply that pseudowords, which lack meaning, are more difficult to
spell than words that are familiar.

Finally, orthographic exposure could affect vowel spelling. Previous
exposure to the orthographic form of the word as a whole might
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influence spelling of the vowel. For instance, both the word water
(‘water’) and bami (‘bami’) are likely to be familiar to children in Grade
1. However, they are more likely to have encountered water ortho-
graphically than bami. This exposure might lead to better spelling of
water than of bami and of pseudowords. Additionally, orthographic
patterns within words might influence spelling. For instance, Pacton,
Perruchet, Fayol, and Cleeremans (2001) found that French children
from Grade 1 onwards were aware that 1) certain consonants can be
doubled in writing whereas others cannot, 2) that vowels cannot be
doubled and 3) that consonant doubling was dependent on the position
in the word. With respect to inconsistent long vowel spelling, this
matter has not been addressed yet. The first question is whether the
frequency of occurrence of the vowel in general aids spelling. Frequent
exposure might aid in spelling in general: vowels that are most frequent
might be spelled better than those that children see less frequently.
Furthermore, the occurrence of inconsistent long vowels could affect
the spelling. Vowels that occur more often in this open syllable position
might be spelled better than those that do not. Finally, the relative
frequency with which long vowels are spelled with one grapheme could
influence spelling. If inconsistent long vowel spelling (e.g. manen,
water) is relatively more frequent than consistent long vowel spelling
(maan), then this could render better spelling of inconsistent syllables
than if the pattern is the other way around.

In sum, acquisition of the rule of phonologically inconsistent vowel
spelling demands knowledge of an explicit orthographic rule which
violates phonological and morphological consistency. Word familiarity
and orthographic exposure could facilitate spelling. These different
types of cues need to be taken into account to answer the question of
whether the rule has been acquired.

1.1. Present study

We compared long vowel spelling in Grade 1 and 2 children, re-
ferring to the phases before and after explicit instruction on the rule.
Specifically, we assess the influence of vowel discrimination through
dictation of consistent long and short vowels. We also examine effects
of phonological and morphological consistency and orthographic ex-
posure. The expectation was that children in Grade 2 outperformed
those in Grade 1, as they have been taught the spelling rule and have
had more exposure to orthography, more experience with spelling and
know more words than the Grade 1 children. Accordingly, the differ-
ence between vowel spelling in phonologically consistent and incon-
sistent targets should be smaller in this group. However, children in
Grade 1 might already rely on implicit cues in spelling the different
vowels, which would point to gradual implicit acquisition of the vowel
pattern.

With respect to the different sources of information for vowel
spelling, there are three expectations. First, correct vowel spelling is
higher in real words than in pseudowords; real words have semantic
content and children can have encountered them as a whole. Second,
correct vowel spelling is higher in phonologically consistent than in
inconsistent words. In other words, vowel discrimination and consistent
phoneme-grapheme-conversion are not deemed problematic. Third,
vowel spelling is affected by complexity (word meaning, orthographic
exposure, and morphology): Vowels in words that are unfamiliar in
meaning are more difficult to spell than those words that are familiar.
Vowels in words that have not been presented orthographically to the
children are more difficult to spell than those in words they have en-
countered in writing. Vowels in inflected words that have an unin-
flected counterpart are more difficult to spell than those that have no
counterpart. The expectation would thus be that the ranking is: con-
sistent vowel spelling (tas, maan) > inconsistent vowel spelling (water,
manen). Inconsistent vowel spelling is divided into familiar words en-
countered in orthography (water) > familiar words not encountered in
orthography (bami) > unfamiliar words not encountered in ortho-
graphy (krater, crater), and familiar plurals that demand violating

phonological and morphological consistency (manen). For pseudo-
words, the assumption is that vowels in consistent targets (naag) are
spelled correctly more often than pseudowords presented as a mono-
morphemic target (fatel), which in turn are spelled better than targets
that are presented as inflected (nagen).

It is an open question whether vowel frequency influences vowel
spelling. The general frequency of occurrence of the vowel (A/E/O/U)
might influence vowel spelling, as might the relative occurrence of
consistent and inconsistent vowel spellings.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

The sample consisted of 113 children (45 girls) in Grade 1, mean
age 6 years 10 months (SD=4.1 months). There were 59 children (27
girls) in Grade 2, mean age 7 years 9 months (SD=5.4 months). The
children, who came from six different schools, were all fluent speakers
of Dutch. They were tested in the spring of the school year (March-
May). The Grade 1 sample contained 9% of children (11/113) who also
spoke another language at home; the Grade 2 sample 10% (6/59).

2.2. Instruments

2.2.1. Dictation
Vowel spelling was measured through a dictation task. Stimuli

consisted of real and pseudowords. With respect to the real words, there
were items with four different vowels: A, E, O, and U, and eight target
types. The first four types had consistent vowel spelling. These were
divided in words with a long vowel spelled with corresponding two
graphemes (e.g., maan, moon), words with a short vowel spelled with
one grapheme (tas, bag), compounded words with a long vowel spelled
with corresponding two graphemes (spaarpot, piggy bank) and com-
pounded words with a short vowel spelled with one grapheme (rugzak,
backpack). There were also four types that were phonologically in-
consistent as they contained vowels in open syllables. These were di-
vided in inflected familiar words (manen, moons), monomorphemic
familiar words (water, water), monomorphemic familiar words that
children have not encountered often in their reading (bami, bami), and
monomorphemic words unfamiliar to children in spoken and written
form (krater, crater).

The aim was to include two items for each vowel per word category,
with 2 (items) x 4 (vowels) x 8 (word types)= 64 vowel instances. The
total number of words, however, was 58. As some compounds con-
tained both short and long vowels, 58 items was enough to obtain at
least two spellings of each short and long vowel in a compound. The
real word stimuli are presented in Appendix 1. One short vowel U target
(bus, bus) was accidentally omitted from the dictation and one addi-
tional U target was added in the category monomorphemic familiar
words that children have not encountered often in their reading (mu-
ziek, music). It should be noted that the omission involved a con-
sistently spelled vowel, which is unlikely to have affected the results.
Furthermore, the results were the same when the additional target
(muziek) was excluded.

For want of a better child-directed measure, we used frequencies of
CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Van Rijn, 1993) and the age of ac-
quisition (AoA) ratings of Brysbaert, Stevens, De Deyne, Voorspoels,
and Storms (2014). These were available for the majority of words. We
also calculated frequencies of Subtlex (Keuleers, Brysbaert, & New,
2010). As these were highly correlated to those of CELEX (r=0.932,
p < 001), only those of CELEX were reported. Mean frequencies of the
targets and age of acquisition per vowel category (A/E/O/U) are pre-
sented in Table 1. There is no main effect of word frequency and AoO
for vowel type (CELEX: F(3, 56)= 1.446, p= .239; AoA: F
(3,60)= 0.514, p= .674).

Mean frequencies per word type (8 different types) are presented in
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Table 2. Given the small sample size, statistical comparison is not
useful. The findings do show a decrease in frequency and an increase in
AoA in the inconsistent condition, as planned. Note that the frequency
of category 5 (manen) words is higher than that of the other categories.
Their AoA is as low as that of the consistent vowels. The frequency of
the words with consistent vowels in compounds is low, and the AoA of
these targets is relatively high.

Stimuli were embedded in short sentences. First, the target was
pronounced, followed by the sentence, and the task to spell the target
word. An example is ”Maan. Vannacht is het volle maan. Spel ‘maan’”.
[“Moon. Tonight it is full moon. Spell ‘moon’”]. Children's vowel spel-
lings were scored as correct or incorrect. Proportion correct target
vowel spelling was calculated; other errors (e.g. rugzak as *rugsak) were
ignored. The items were presented in three dictation sessions, in which
vowels and word types were balanced. Reliabilities between dictations
1, 2, and 3 (α=0.862) and within dictations were sufficient (dictation
1: α=0.831, dictation 2: α=0.796, dictation 3: α=0.770). However,
some items were removed for calculation of these reliabilities as they all
had a perfect vowel score and therefore zero variance (dictation 1: sok
‘sock’ and zes ‘six’, dictation 2: leesles ‘reading lesson’, dictation 3: pen
‘pen’ and tas ‘bag’). These ceiling scores were only found for consistent
vowels. Note that these scores were not omitted in calculating children's
proportions correct vowel spelling, only for calculating the reliabilities.

With respect to the pseudowords, spelling of the same four vowels
(A/E/O/U) was assessed. There were three target types: pseudowords
with a long vowel spelled with corresponding two graphemes (e.g.,
snaap), inflected pseudowords with long vowels that lose one vowel
grapheme to morphological inflection (snapen), and monomorphemic
pseudowords with long vowels spelled with one grapheme (fatel). The
category of short vowels was omitted in the pseudoword dictation to
reduce demands on the children. There were two items for each vowel
per word category, so 2 (items) x 4 (vowels) x 3 (target types)= 24
pseudoword items, see Appendix 2. Similar to words, pseudowords
were embedded in short sentences. First, the target was pronounced,
followed by the sentence, and the task to spell the target word. An
example is ”Snaap. Ik vind die snaap lelijk. Spel ‘snaap’”. [“Snaap. I
think that snaap is ugly. Spell ‘snaap’”]. Children's vowel spelling was
scored as correct or incorrect. Proportions vowel spelling correct were
calculated. Reliability within the pseudoword dictation was good
(α= .865).

2.3. Procedure

Testing took place in the spring of the school year (March-May). The
dictations were conducted in four class-based sessions, each taking
approximately 40min. Sessions 1 to 3 included real word dictation and
session 4 the pseudowords. Sessions 1 to 3 were conducted at all
schools, but session 4 only at 5 of these schools. An individual test
session tapping different cognitive skills was also conducted for all
children (except 30 students in Grade 1) as part of a study into cognitive
correlates of spelling reported elsewhere (see de Bree & van den Boer, in
preparation). These tasks included word reading, phoneme awareness,
rapid automatized naming, and visual attention span. Data was col-
lected by four trained assistants. Teachers were present during the
dictations. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the
University of Amsterdam (2015-CDE-4151).

2.4. Analysis

In order to assess whether vowel type and target type influence
spelling outcomes and whether Grade affects spelling outcomes, re-
peated measures ANOVAs were conducted on the real word and pseu-
doword results. Within-subject factors were vowel (A/E/O/U) and
target type (real words: 8, pseudowords: 3). Grade was the between-
subjects factor (Grade 1, 2). Huynh-Feldt corrections were applied in
cases of asphericity of the data. Bonferroni corrections were applied in
pairwise comparisons.

3. Results

3.1. Data screening

Dictation data of real words was available of 113 Grade 1 and 59
Grade 2 students. Mean proportions vowel correct per child were cal-
culated and used for the analyses. There were no outliers on mean
proportion vowel correct and no multivariate outliers on correct scores
for each category. However, Shapiro Wilk results on the distribution of
the mean proportion correct of the real words is significant
(SW=0.944, p < .001). As repeated measures ANOVAs are robust
and the sample size is sufficient, this was not considered problematic.

Dictation data of pseudowords was available of 82 Grade 1 and 54
Grade 2 students. There were no outliers on mean proportion vowel
correct. However, there were two indications against normality of the
data, as 1) there were 3 multivariate outliers on correct scores for each
category and 2) Shapiro Wilk results on the distribution of the mean
proportion vowel correct is significant (SW=0.839, p < .001). As
analyses with and without the outliers rendered the same results, out-
comes of the full dataset were reported.

In order to confirm that the pattern of findings on the real words
was the same for the entire dataset (the set reported here) and the
subset containing the data of children who completed both the word
and pseudoword dictation, we ran all analyses on vowel spelling in real
words for the entire dataset and the subset. The pattern of findings
remained the same and is therefore not addressed further.

3.2. Vowel spelling in words and pseudowords across grades

Spelling of words and pseudowords was compared for the children
who completed both types of dictations. Results are presented in

Table 1
Frequencies and age of acquisition for the dictation words per vowel category.

Words with vowel CELEX frequencies per million AoA mean age

A 121.5 (222.7) 6.2 (2.7)
E 65.2 (110.1) 5.6 (2.4)
O 36.4 (40.6) 6.7 (2.4)
U 38.9 (42.2) 6.2 (2.3)

Table 2
Frequencies and AoA for the experimental words per word category.

Consistency Word category CELEX
frequencies

AoA

Consistent Long vowel (maan) 147.2 (155.5) 4.6 (2.0)
Short vowel (tas) 59.4 (56.7) 5.0 (0.6)
Long vowel: Compound (spaarpot) 9.7 (7.0) 7.0 (1.4)
Short vowel: Compound (rugzak) 9.3 (5.9) 6.8 (1.3)

Inconsistent Inflected familiar word (manen) 194.7 (300.1) 5.1 (2.6)
Monomorphemic familiar word
(water)

90.5 (108.6) 5.0 (1.0)

Monomorphemic familiar word in
meaning, unfamiliar in orthography
(bami)

28.1 (38.5) 7.6 (2.1)

Monomorphemic unfamiliar word in
meaning and orthography (krater)

7.3 (7.5) 8.8 (3.8)

Table 3
Mean proportion correct vowel spelling per word type and Grade.

Grade 1 Grade 2

Real words .55 (.11) .71 (.14)
Pseudowords .52 (.22) .51 (.21)
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Table 3. The first question, whether Grade 2 children obtained higher
vowel correct scores than Grade 1, is examined in a repeated measures
ANOVA with Word type as within-subjects variable and Grade (Grade 1,
2) as between-subjects variable. Results showed an effect of word type,
F (1, 134)= 48.157, p < .001, ηp2= 0.266), Grade, F(1,
134)= 6.252, p= .142, ηp2= 0.045, and an interaction between word
type and Grade, F(1, 134)= 29.278, p < .001, ηp2= 0.180. The in-
teraction is due to the fact that there is a large increase in proportion
correct for real words from Grade 1 to Grade 2, but not for pseudo-
words. In sum, vowels in words are easier to spell than those in pseu-
dowords. This gap increases in Grade 2.

3.3. Vowel spelling for phonologically consistent and inconsistent targets

Spelling results divided by consistency are presented in Fig. 1. For
words, a repeated measures ANOVA with proportion vowel correct per
Consistency (consistent, inconsistent) and Grade (1,2) shows a main
effect of consistency, F(1, 170)= 697.444, p < .001, ηp2= 0.804, an
effect of Grade, F(1, 170)= 27.060, p < .001, ηp2= 0.137, and an
interaction between consistency and Grade, F(1, 170)= 21.713,
p < .001, ηp2= 0.113. The main effects indicate that consistent vowels
are spelled correctly more often than inconsistent ones and that Grade 2
children show higher correct scores than those in Grade 1. The inter-
action is due to the fact that there is an increase in vowel spelling
correct for inconsistent targets between Grade 1 and Grade 2, but not
for consistent targets, the scores of which are already high in Grade 1.

For pseudowords, there was also a main effect of consistency, F(1,
134)= 485.066, p < .001, ηp2= 0.784, with high vowel spelling
correct of consistent targets compared to much lower vowel spelling
correct of inconsistent targets. There was, however, no effect of Grade,
F(1, 134)= 0.432, p= .512, and no interaction between Grade and
consistency, F(1, 134)= 0.031, p= .861. For both words and pseudo-
words, the vowel errors for inconsistent long vowels were primarily
spelling the vowel with two graphemes (words: 98%, pseudowords:
96%, with similar percentages for both grades separately). In sum,
words with consistent vowel spellings are easier to spell than those with
inconsistent ones. Inconsistent vowel spelling of words increases over
time, but this is not the case for inconsistent vowel spelling of pseu-
dowords.

3.4. Vowel spelling for different categories

Table 4 shows the mean proportion vowel correct for the different
categories of the real words. Scores for consistent targets are high; those
for inconsistent targets are much lower and are characterized by sub-
stantial standard deviations. For words, a repeated measures ANOVA
shows an effect of category, F(7, 1183)= 476.666, p < .001,
ηp2= 0.738, of Grade, F(1, 170) 25.445, p < .001, ηp2= 0.131, and
an interaction between category and Grade, F(7, 1183)= 24.747,

p < .001, ηp2= 0.128. The interaction was unpacked through a re-
peated measures ANOVA for each Grade separately. Similar to the
overall ANOVA, there was an effect of category for both Grade 1, F
(7,784)= 478.075, p < .001, ηp2= 0.810, and Grade 2, F(7,
399)= 133.357, p < .001 ηp2= 0.733. In both grades, there was no
difference between different categories of consistent short vowel words
(tas, rugzak; p=1.0 in all cases) and between different categories of
consistent long vowel words (maan, spaarpot; p > .05). In Grade 1,
consistent short vowels were spelled better than consistent long vowels,
although proportion vowel correct was high for both. This difference
was not significant in Grade 2. In Grade 1, scores between inconsistent
uninflected familiar words (water) and inconsistent unfamiliar words
(krater) did not differ (p=1.0). In Grade 2, all comparisons for in-
consistent vowels were significantly different. Ranking in Grade 1 is
thus tas, rugzak (consistent short vowels) > maan, spaarpot (consistent
long vowels) > water, krater > bami > manen (long vowel inflected).
In Grade 2, this is tas, rugzak=maan, spaarpot > water > bami >
krater > manen. In other words, the scores in Grade 2 are higher than
in Grade 1 and show more differentiation of target type than in Grade 1.

With respect to pseudowords, there is an effect of category, F(2,
268)= 433.986, p < .001, ηp2= 0.764, with consistent >
inconsistent uninflected > inconsistent inflected, i.e., naag >
waber > nagen (all p < .001). There is no effect of Grade, F(1,
134)= 1.134, p= .307, and no interaction between Grade and
Category, F(2, 268)= 0.025, p= .975.

Finally, in order to test whether real words that are unfamiliar in
meaning and orthography (krater) and pseudowords differ from each
other, a paired samples t-test was conducted. There was no difference
between unfamiliar real words and pseudowords t(101)=−1.701,
p= .092. In sum, consistent words are easier to spell than inconsistent
ones. In Grade 2, differences between target types become more pro-
nounced as influences of word and orthographic familiarity surface.
Consistent pseudowords are also easiest to spell. For pseudowords, the
three tested target types differ from Grade 1 onwards (consistent >
inconsistent uninflected > inconsistent inflected).

3.5. Vowel spelling for different vowels

Prior to turning to the outcomes on spelling per vowel, we obtained
the occurrences of the different vowel graphemes of interest. On the
basis of the Age of Acquisition list by Brysbaert et al. (2014), we se-
lected the words with an AoA up to 9 years of age, rendering 9423
words. The 159 words that only occur in Flemish Dutch, not in the

Fig. 1. Proportion vowel spelling correct (SD) per Grade.

Table 4
Proportion vowel spelling correct (SD) for word type, category, and Grade.

Consistency Word category Real Pseudo

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade1 Grade 2

Consistent Long vowel (maan) .92 (.09) .92 (.13) .95 (.10) .93 (.14)
Short vowel (tas) .98 (.05) .99 (.02)
Long vowel:
Compound (spaarpot)

.89 (.13) .90 (.02)

Short vowel:
Compound (rugzak)

.96 (.08) .99 (.03)

Inconsistent Inflected familiar
word (manen)

.19 (.26) .25 (.26) .29 (.31) .26 (.32)

Monomorphemic
familiar word (water)

.30 (.31) .68 (.31)

Monomorphemic
familiar word in
meaning, unfamiliar
in orthography (bami)

.25 (.30) .54 (.29)

Monomorphemic
unfamiliar word in
meaning and
orthography (krater,
waber)

.29 (.29) .41 (.31) .32 (.34) .31 (.31)
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Netherlands, were excluded; 9264 words remained. These words were
scored for the presence of the graphemes. Per vowel there were three
categories: 1) the consistent spelling of the short vowel with one gra-
pheme (e.g. /A/ as ‘a’ as in man), 2) the consistent spelling of the long
vowel with two graphemes (e.g. /a:/ as ‘aa’ as in maan) and 3) the
inconsistent spelling of the long vowel one with one grapheme (e.g. /a:/
as ‘a’ as in manen). Findings on the relative frequency of each vowel in
relation to the other three vowels are reported in Appendix 3A. These
counts show that in the AoA corpus, the vowel A is more frequent than
E and O, which are more frequent than U. Table 5 displays the vowel
correct scores per vowel in the children's data.

We examined whether the general frequency of occurrence of the
vowel affected vowel spelling. For words, a repeated measures ANOVA
with vowel (A, E, O, U) as within-subjects variable and Grade (Grade
1,2) as between-subjects variable shows an effect of vowel category, F
(3, 510)= 13.714, p < .001, ηp2= 0.075, and Grade, F
(1,170)= 24.015, p < .001, ηp2= 0.124, but no interaction between
the two, F(3,510)= 1.283, p= .280. Grade 2 children obtained higher
scores than Grade 1. Pairwise comparisons of vowel type show that A is
spelled correctly more often than E/O/U (p < .01). O is spelled sig-
nificantly better than E (p < .01). U, the least frequent vowel, does not
differ from E and O (p > .05). Excepting U, the general pattern mimics
the frequency in the AoA count.

For pseudowords, the repeated measures ANOVA showed a main
effect of vowel, F(3, 402)= 47.617, p < .001, ηp2= 0.262, but no
effect of Grade, F(1, 134)= 0.348, p= .556, or interaction between
vowel and Grade, F(3, 402)= 2.377, p= .078. Pairwise comparisons
led to a ranking of A, U > E, O. The spelling of U is unexpected in light
of the frequency counts. Thus, for both words and pseudowords, vowels
that are more frequent are spelled correctly more often, with the ex-
ception of high accuracy for the relatively infrequent U.

On the basis of the AoA corpus, we also calculated the distribution
of consistent short vowel, consistent long vowel and inconsistent long
vowel spelling per vowel (Appendix 3B). These vowel counts (Appendix
3B) show that within the four vowels, the consistent short vowel always
occurs most often (tas), followed by the inconsistent long vowel spel-
lings (manen) and the consistent long vowel spellings (maan). The dif-
ference between inconsistent long vowel spellings and consistent long
vowel spellings is most pronounced for long vowels /o:/ and /y:/ (the
phoneme for ‘uu’) and almost absent for/a:/, which is spelled ap-
proximately equally often as ‘aa’ and ‘a’. If this orthographic informa-
tion influences children's spelling, then one effect could be that children
spell long vowels with one grapheme. It could also be the case that the
effect of consistency might not be the same across vowels, as this
spelling with one grapheme would occur more often for /o:/ and /y:/
than for /a:/. Results of the children's data are presented in Fig. 2.

A repeated measures ANOVA on real words, with Long vowel (/a: e:
o: u:/) and Consistency (consistent (maan), inconsistent (manen)) as
within-subjects variable, and Grade as between-subjects variable shows
a main effect of vowel, F(3, 495)= 4.499, p= .004, ηp2= 0.027, of
consistency, F(1, 170)= 747.818, p < .001, ηp2= 0.820, and of
Grade, F(1, 170)= 23.007, p < .001, ηp2= 0.123. The interactions
between vowel, category and Grade, F(3, 495)= 1.063, p= .364, and

vowel and Grade, F(3, 495)= 1.934, p= .125 are not significant. There
are significant interactions between consistency and Grade, F
(1,170)= 16.487, p < .001, ηp2= 0.091, and between vowel and
consistency, F(3, 495)= 11.033, p < .001, ηp2= 0.364. The con-
sistency and Grade interaction is due to the larger discrepancy between
consistent and inconsistent long vowel spelling in Grade 1 compared to
Grade 2. The vowel and consistency interaction is due to an overall
higher correct score of the consistently spelled long vowels compared to
the inconsistent long vowels, with a smaller difference for /o:/. Thus,
the frequency within the vowels of the AoA counts is not replicated in
terms of consistency, as these counts showed that inconsistent long
vowel spelling was more frequent than consistent long vowel spelling.
Nevertheless, the findings on spelling of long vowel /o:/ do relate to
these frequency findings, as the difference between inconsistent long
vowel spelling and consistent long vowel spelling was larger for/o:/
than for the other vowels. In children's spelling, there is a relatively
high proportion correct for the/o:/in inconsistent words.

For pseudowords, there is no effect of vowel, F(3, 402)= 1.135,
p= .335, Grade, F(1, 134)= 0.522, p= .471, and no interaction be-
tween vowel and Grade, F(3, 402)= 2.031, p= .109, and consistency
and Grade, F(1, 134)= 0.014, p= .906. There is a main effect of
consistency, F(1, 134)= 478.344, p < .001, ηp2= 0.781, as well as a
significant three-way interaction between vowel, consistency and
Grade, F(3,402)= 4.165, p= .016, ηp2= 0.030. The three-way inter-
action is unpacked through separate repeated measures ANOVAs for
Grade 1 and Grade 2. In Grade 1, a main effect of vowel is found, F(3,
243)= 4.182, p= .009, ηp2= 0.049, but not for Grade 2, F(3,
159)= 0.325, p= .807. In Grade 1, long vowel spelling of /a:/ is sig-
nificantly higher than of /e:/ (p= .015). In both Grades, a main effect
of consistency (Grade 1: F(1, 81)= 297.316, p < .001, ηp2= 0.786;
Grade 2: F(1, 53)= 201.126, p < .001, ηp2= 0.791), and an

Table 5
Proportion correct vowel spelling (SD) for vowel type and Grade.

Word type Vowel Grade 1 Grade 2

Real words A .64 (.15) .73 (.14)
E .57 (.15) .69 (.16)
O .60 (.17) .72 (.15)
U .57 (.16) .69 (.16)

Pseudowords A .61 (.29) .55 (.23)
E .45 (.21) .48 (.23)
O .43 (.26) .41 (.29)
U .59 (.20) .57 (.24)

Fig. 2. Proportion Correct Vowel Spelling for Long Vowels per Vowel Type,
Consistency, and Grade. Top panel presents findings for real words; bottom
panel for pseudowords.
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interaction between vowel and consistency (Grade 1: F(3,
243)= 6.607, p < .001, ηp2= 0.075; Grade 2: F(3, 159)= 3.133,
p= .030, ηp2= 0.056) are found. In Grade 1 this is due to a relatively
low score of /a:/ in the consistent, but a relatively high score in the
inconsistent targets, and the mirror image for /e:/, and in Grade 2 this
is due to the relatively low score of /o:/ and /y:/ in the consistent
targets in contrast to the relatively high score in inconsistent targets.
Similar to the real words, the frequency within the vowels of the AoA
counts is not replicated in terms of consistency, as consistent long vowel
spelling is correct more often than inconsistent long vowel spelling,
opposite to the AoA frequencies. However, the Grade 2 findings on
spelling of /o:/ and /y:/ do match these frequencies.

In sum, the word and pseudoword results on vowel proportions
correct generally align with the overall frequency of occurrence of
written vowels, except for U. Within the vowels, the findings on vowels
and consistency (consistent > inconsistent) are different from the AoA
frequencies (consistent < inconsistent). At the same time, there are
indications that this distribution does influence children's spelling: vo-
wels with the most pronounced difference between frequency of in-
consistent and consistent long vowel spelling are also the ones that
children spell correctly more often in the inconsistent condition.

4. Discussion

In this study, we assessed vowel spelling of Dutch children who had
and had not yet been taught the spelling rule. We compared vowel
spelling in targets that differed in lexicality (real and pseudowords), in
phonological consistency (consistent vowel spelling vs inconsistent), in
morphology (uninflected vs inflected) and in semantic and ortho-
graphic familiarity. Furthermore, we looked into the role that the
specific vowel (A, E, O, U) played, especially in terms of frequency of
occurrence. The aim was to evaluate whether these factors contribute to
children's vowel spelling.

The study yielded five main conclusions. First, spelling of consistent
vowels is already at ceiling in Grade 1, even in less frequent compound
words, indicating that vowel length discrimination was not proble-
matic, as expected. Second, spelling of inconsistent vowels is difficult,
even after the orthographic rule that guides vowel spelling has been
explicitly taught to children. Third, spelling is influenced by implicit
cues, specifically, morphological consistency, semantic (and subsequent
phonological) familiarity and orthographic familiarity. This is most
visible in Grade 2 data. Fourth, phonological and morphological con-
sistency also play a role in vowel spelling of pseudowords. Fifth, or-
thographic vowel frequency influences children's spellings: Written
vowels that children encounter more frequently are generally spelled
correctly more often and the frequency difference between inconsistent
and consistent long vowel spelling impacts on children's inconsistent
long vowel spelling.

Acquisition of the spelling rule would entail high correct scores in
Grade 2, regardless of target type. This was not the case. Although
vowel spelling of inconsistent vowels in Grade 2 was higher than in
Grade 1, the proportion correct was still low (max 0.50). The errors that
were made were overwhelmingly vowel length errors: spelling of the
long vowel with two graphemes when this should be one grapheme
(e.g., /a:/ as ‘aa’ as in *waater ‘water’). In both grades, there was a
gradual decline in correct scores as phonological and orthographic fa-
miliarity decreased. An exception to this pattern was inconsistent vowel
spelling in morphologically inflected targets: these scores were very
low, despite high familiarity as indicated by high lexical frequency and
low AoA. The inconsistent vowels in real morphologically inflected
words were spelled even more poorly than their pseudoword counter-
parts. These findings agree with studies that have shown the im-
portance of morphological consistency (root consistency) in children's
spellings (Deacon et al., 2011; Landerl & Reitsma, 2005).

Furthermore, Grade 2 students showed more sensitivity towards the
implicit cues than Grade 1 students. These findings indicate that there is

no across-the-board acquisition of the rule but instead an increasing use
of implicit information. They mirror results by others. For instance, Van
der Ven and de Bree (in revision) found that Grade 6 students, who
have been taught the explicit rule on Dutch past tense spelling, rely
much more strongly on an implicit cue in past tense spelling than Grade
3 students. Similarly, for English, Kemp and Bryant (2003) found that
children's spelling of plurals and non-plural targets were influenced by
graphotactic frequencies, co-occurring graphemes, rather than on their
knowledge of a morphological rule. For French, Pacton, Fayol, and
Perruchet (2005) found that French children relied on a morphological
rule as well as graphotactic regularities when spelling derivations; the
graphotactic regularities continued to influence this spelling at primary
school age and even into adulthood.

Our findings suggest that increased exposure to orthography (i.e.,
through reading and spelling) leads to perception of more implicit in-
formation. It is an open question when and how children learn to
overrule phonological and morphological consistency and rely on the
explicit spelling rule. More in-depth assessment of the vowel patterns
children are exposed to in the school curriculum is needed to establish
whether children's eventual acquisition is related to their orthographic
exposure or whether the rule is actually acquired explicitly at some
point. Tallying the actual orthographic exposure at school is needed to
provide information on the true exposure per vowel and target type.
This knowledge could then be related to children's spelling abilities of
long vowels and the instruction thereof.

We also explored the spelling patterns for different vowels.
Children's mean spelling correct scores of words and pseudowords
generally agree with the corpus frequency counts, except for U. If
children's spellings followed the frequencies entirely, then incon-
sistently spelled long vowels should be spelled correctly more often
than consistent ones, as inconsistent long vowels occur more often.
However, this is not the case, as phonological and morphological in-
formation affect vowel spelling, as does word frequency. Nevertheless,
vowels with the most pronounced difference between frequency of in-
consistent and consistent long vowel spelling are also the ones that
children spell correctly more often in the inconsistent condition, espe-
cially in Grade 2. It thus seems that children track orthographic in-
formation at different levels. Contextual frequency might also play a
role, such as sequences of graphemes (e.g., -ate with /a:/ (water) and
-ang with /A/ bang, afraid). More detailed analysis of the patterns in the
materials that these children are exposed to could provide insight into
these contributions to spelling.

Although the current findings indicate that vowel spelling is driven
by different implicit sources of information, more research is needed to
support this finding as well as to establish the relative contributions of
these sources of information. First, this study could be repeated with a
larger sample of children across more grade levels to confirm the
findings as well as evaluate the development of the different target
types for the different vowels over time. Another way is to assess vowel
spelling in many more words than those targeted here, and analyze the
contributions at the item level. Such assessment is complicated by the
demanding nature of the dictations. Child-friendly assessment is re-
quired, perhaps through an individual computer game. Another path
would be to track children's spelling longitudinally, from Grade 1 to
Grade 5, and incorpore the different potential cues across these ages. A
third approach would be to assess word recognition, by asking children
to select the correct spelling (manen - *maanen) in targets divided by
consistency and familiarity. Such a task does not tap spelling as such,
but does evaluate orthographic knowledge and, in turn, the knowledge
about the spelling rule. A drawback to this approach is that children are
exposed to the incorrect target, which is didactically undesirable.
Finally, it would be informative to ask children about the rule by asking
them, for instance, ‘For both taart and manen, you hear the same vowel.
How come they are spelled differently?’ It can be assessed whether
children who have not acquired the spelling pattern and rule are able to
formulate the rule. If the knowledge is implicit, they might not be able
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to say why they are spelled differently. Alternatively, children might be
able to formulate the rule, but fail to explicitly apply the rule during
spelling. Knowing which of the two is more prominent is important to
improve their spelling by adapting instruction accordingly.

The findings suggest that acquisition of the orthographic rule for
long vowel spelling that demands overruling linguistic knowledge is
difficult for Grade 1 and 2 children. These results agree with other
findings that indicate that different cues play a role in children's and
adults' spelling and spelling acquisition (Deacon et al., 2008; Pacton
et al., 2005, 2001; Treiman & Boland, 2017; de Bree, van der Ven, & van
der Maas, 2017) and models that account for the contributions of these
different sources of information (Treiman & Kessler, 2014). In terms of
practical implications, general principles of spelling instruction should
be applied in teaching long vowel spelling. For instance, repeated in-
struction and practice is important. Additionally, because children often
make vowel spelling errors, they will often be exposed to the incorrect
forms. Therefore, exposure to the correct orthographic form is essential
and errors should be prevented by providing direct feedback during
instruction. Offering the meaning of the words is also important, as it
also aids spelling acquisition. With respect to the rule itself, previous
studies have shown that explicit instruction does not necessarily yield
better scores than implicit instruction or no instruction (Hilte &

Reitsma, 2011; Kemper et al., 2012). This could mean that children
memorize the rule, but do not apply it. Instruction and practice could be
improved by forcing the children to explicate the rule every time they
are asked to spell long and short vowels, as also pointed out by a re-
viewer. Furthermore, feedback should be provided throughout. Such
feedback is especially important for inflected targets (manen, koken) in
relation to their monomorphemic counterpart (maan, kook).

In sum, our findings show that linguistic information as well as
orthographic familiarity contribute to vowel spelling. It is difficult to
overrule these implicit cues in favour of an explicit orthographic rule.
The findings underscore the importance of assessing spelling patterns in
depth and adjusting instruction accordingly, both for theory and edu-
cational practice.
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Appendix 1. Overview of Real Word Stimuli
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Appendix 2. Overview of Pseudoword Stimuli

Target Consistent Vowel

naag Consistent A
snaap Consistent A
reen Consistent E
veek Consistent E
goop Consistent O
woom Consistent O
kluur Consistent U
muut Consistent U
fatel Inconsistent uninflected A
waber Inconsistent uninflected A
gener Inconsistent uninflected E
grepel Inconsistent uninflected E
dovel Inconsistent uninflected O
gover Inconsistent uninflected O
dupie Inconsistent uninflected U
wubus Inconsistent uninflected U
nagen Inconsistent inflected A
snapen Inconsistent inflected A
renen Inconsistent inflected E
veken Inconsistent inflected E
gopen Inconsistent inflected O
women Inconsistent inflected O
kluren Inconsistent inflected U
muten Inconsistent inflected U
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Appendix 3. Overview of Vowel Frequencies in the Age of Acquisition Corpus

Fig. A. The relative proportions of A, E, O and U vowels in the AoA corpus. The total scores thus amount to 1.0. The left panel refers to all words in the corpus for the
four vowel types (total= 1.0). The right panel refers to the inconsistent words in the corpus for the four vowel types (total= 1.0).

Fig. B. The relative proportions consistent short, consistent long, and inconsistent long vowels per vowel (A, E, O, U) in the AoA corpus. The total scores per vowel
score amount to 1.0.
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